
COMPANY  
PROFILE 

Duncan Meerding Design is a small-scale 
Australian owned furniture and lighting 
practice based in Hobart, Tasmania. 

With less than 5% sight remaining, Duncan's designs  
reflect the alternate sensory world in which he presides.  
Our furniture and lighting focuses on the beauty of form 
and the tactile nature of the materials from which they are 
shaped, embracing the natural characteristics of the timber. 

Sustainability and a focus on the environment are present  
in every step of our process. The majority of timber is 
sourced either from waste materials or else from faster 
growing robust timber varieties. Marrying traditional, hand-
made techniques with modern manufacturing technologies, 
small-scale production ensures that each object is built 
to last. All items are designed and produced in Tasmania, 
keeping in mind sustainability and social responsibility 
through out the whole process.

General information: All items are for dry indoor use only unless 
otherwise specified. We recommend using no greater than 15 watt 
compact fluorescent energy saving bulbs in our Edison style fittings.

PRODUCT
CATALOGUE 

LOG KNIFE  
BLOCKS
Made from salvaged logs. 
Accommodates a variety of knife sizes

Dimensions: 230 x 200mm

Please Note: Variations in size of knife 
blocks may occur due to the nature of 
the material. Knives are not supplied 
with knife block.

SPIRAL 180  
PENDANT LIGHT
Made from Hoop Pine plywood

Includes: 1.5 metre cord, brushed aluminium 
ceiling rose and Edison (E27) style light fixture 
ready for wiring by a licensed electrician

Dimensions: Standard Spiral 180 pendant light 
measures 180mm cubed, however can be made 
to order in other sizes if requested

LILY LAMP
Base and stem made from Tasmanian 
eucalyptus, shade Southern Ice porcelain

Compatible with 20 Watt bi-pin halogen 
fitting or LED halogen alternative

Includes: black cord with in line  
switch and plug

Dimensions: Height 500mm, with 
a 170mm base footprint 

LEANING  
LEAF TABLE
Flat-pack design. 

Made from Tasmanian Eucalyptus. 

Dimensions: 865 x 440mm

Includes: flat pack fixtures with  
custom-made steel bracketsWWW.DUNCANMEERDING.COM.AUDUNCANMEERDING WWW.DUNCANMEERDING.COM.AU



LAMP

STUMP

PENDANT

174.8CM

Colours of aluminium for lights 
in this series available: textured 
silver/grey fleck or textured 
Bronze/Golden Fleck, other 
colours available on request. 

Designs in the Propeller 
Light Series include a standard 
2 metre long black cloth 
covered cord, black ceiling rose, 
custom-made central flat-pack 
bracket, Edison (E27) style light 
fixture and turned Tasmanian 
Blackwood nose cone cover cap.

CRACKED LOG
LIGHT SERIES

PROPELLER  
LIGHT SERIES

CRACKED LOG LAMP 

Made from salvaged logs

Features black cord with inline switch,  
Edison (E27) light fixture and plug

Dimensions: 230 x 200mm   

CRACKED LOG 
RANGE SIZE 
GUIDE
Please Note: Variations 
in size may occur in objects 
in this series due to the 
nature of the material

PROPELLER  
PENDANT LIGHT
Flat-pack design

Available in powder-coated aluminium  
or Tasmanian Eucalypt 

Dimensions: 300 x 500mm

PROPELLER DROOP  
PENDANT LIGHT
Flat-pack design

Available in powder-coated aluminium 
or Tasmanian Eucalypt 

Dimensions: 335 x 370 mm 

CRACKED LOG  
PENDANT LIGHT
Made from salvaged logs

Features 2 metre cord available in clear 
or black cloth, black ceiling rose and 
Edison (E27) style light fixture 

Ready to wire by a licensed electrician

Dimensions:  230 x 200mm 

STUMP B
Battery Operated

Can be used as light, table or stool

Made from salvaged logs  

The re-chargeable battery allows for approximately 
8 hours of operation. This custom self-contained 
unit can be used outside or inside, but should only 
be re-charged inside

Dimensions: 400 x 300mm

Includes: custom LED Light fixture, battery pack  
and battery charger

STUMP
Hardwired

Can be used as light, table or stool

Made from salvaged logs  

Stump is ready to be wired to 12 Volt DC power 
supplies for inside/outside use. Installation by 
licensed electrician required when hardwiring. 
Current draw 700mA, voltage 12v DC

Colour Temp: 3000K

Dimensions: 400 x 300mm 

Includes: 12 volt LED driver/transformer for indoor 
use only, custom LED light fixture and keyhole 
bracket for optionally fixing stump to the ground


